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Automatic Proofs and
Counterexamples
•

Sledgehammer finds proofs using external ATPs

CVC4, E, LEO-II, Satallax, SPASS, Vampire, veriT, Z3, ...

•

Nitpick finds counterexamples using external model finder
Kodkod (Alloy’s backend)

•

Quickcheck finds counterexamples using random testing,
exhaustive testing, narrowing
powerful automation ⟹ productive users
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that we found in the Archive of Formal Proofs [41], a collection of user-contributed Isabelle
formalizations (Section 8.1). These examples are complemented by a few more that arose
as we worked on our own formalization (Section 8.2). The examples are reproduced almost
exactly as we found them, except for some minor reformatting and renaming.

Sledgehammer-Generated
Proofs
8.1 Archive of Formal Proofs

The first example originates from a formalization of the Babylonian method for computing
nth roots [79]. Judging from the style, it appears not to have been tampered with:
have f1: 8n. rat_⌅
of_⌅
int brat_⌅
of_⌅
nat nc = rat_⌅
of_⌅
nat n
using of_int_of_nat_eq by simp
have f2: 8n. real_⌅
of_⌅
int brat_⌅
of_⌅
nat nc = real n
using of_int_of_nat_eq real_eq_of_nat by auto
have f3: 8i ia. brat_⌅
of_⌅
int i / rat_⌅
of_⌅
int iac = breal_⌅
of_⌅
int i / real_⌅
of_⌅
int iac
using div_is_floor_divide_rat div_is_floor_divide_real by simp
have f4: 0 < brat_⌅
of_⌅
nat pc
using p by simp
have bS c  s
using less floor_le_iff by auto
hence brat_⌅
of_⌅
int bS c / rat_⌅
of_⌅
nat pc  brat_⌅
of_⌅
int s / rat_⌅
of_⌅
nat pc
using f1 f3 f4 by (metis div_is_floor_divide_real zdiv_mono1)
hence bS / real pc  brat_⌅
of_⌅
int s / rat_⌅
of_⌅
nat pc
using f1 f2 f3 f4 by (metis div_is_floor_divide_real floor_div_pos_int)
thus S / real p  real_⌅
of_⌅
int (s div int p) + 1
using f1 f3
by (metis div_is_floor_divide_real floor_le_iff floor_of_nat less_eq_real_def )

The argument is fairly readable by the standards of machine-generated proofs. Each step is
an unconditional equality or inequality.
The next example is extracted from a theory for verifying network security policies [27].
All the steps are discharged by metis, probably because an older version of Sledgehammer

using f2 f3 by (metis undir_reach_def image_set) }
ultimately show (nP x = Inter ! nP ‘ SNI.undir_⌅
reach (lg2g G) x ✓ {Unrel}) =
(nP x = Inter ! nP ‘ set (undir_⌅
reach G x) ✓ {Unrel})
by metis
This example is hard to read, but it did allow the user to move on with his formalization. A
modern version of Sledgehammer yields a much shorter proof:
by (simp add: SNI.undir_reach_def succ_tran_correct undir_correct undir_reach_def )
The third and last example from the Archive of Formal Proofs is about regular algebras
[29]. The skeleton of the proof, including the induction step, was written manually. The
proofs of the base case and of the induction step were ostensibly filled in by Sledgehammer:
lemma powsum_ub: i  n =) x i  x0n
proof (induct n)
case 0 show case
by (metis (hide_lams, mono_tags) 0.prems eq_iff le_0_eq power_0 powsum_00)
next
case (Suc n) show case
proof
{ assume aa1: Suc n 6= i
have ff1: x0Suc n  x0Suc n ^ Suc n 6= i
using aa1 by fastforce
have ff2: 9a. x0n + a  x0Suc n ^ Suc n 6= i
using ff1 powsum2 by auto
have x i  x0Suc n
using ff2 by (metis Suc.hyps Suc.prems add_lub le_SucE less_eq_def ) }
thus x i  x0Suc n
using less_eq_def powsum_split_var2 by auto
qed
qed
The proof of the induction step features an interesting proof pattern. A mathematician could
have written, “We may assume without loss of generality that n + 1 6= i.” In the formal
proof, the non-loss of generality is justified by the very last step, which takes place outside
the scope of the assumption Suc n 6= i.
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Wish List for Prover Authors
•

detailed output similar to input syntax

•

record which induction principle and instance were used

•

respect the Russian doll principle

•

well-documented input

•

rich input

Datatypes
•

Polymorphism:
datatype ’a list = Nil | Cons ’a (’a list)

•

Mutual recursion:
datatype ’a tree = Node ’a (’a trees)
and ’a trees = TNil | TCons (’a tree) (’a trees)

•

Nested recursion:
datatype ’a tree = Node ’a (’a tree list)
fset?
llist?

Codatatypes
•

Polymorphism:
codatatype ’a llist = LNil | LCons ’a (’a llist)

•

Mutual recursion:
codatatype ’a ltree = LNode ’a (’a ltrees)
and ’a ltrees = LTNil | LTCons (’a ltree) (’a ltrees)

•

Nested recursion:
codatatype ’a ltree = LNode ’a (’a ltree llist)
fset?
list?

Non-Free Datatypes?
Rule (Co)induction?

Intergration in a HO ATP?
Work with Arbitrary
Induction Principles?

Syntax for Benchmarks
•

Should be natural, not an encoding

•

Ideally, extension of something existing

•

TIS syntax!

•

Theories?

•

Important to have a parser/AST

•

Checker

Thank you!

